How important is 24-hour control of blood pressure?
Control of blood pressure over the full 24-hour period is important to prevent, or allow resolution of, cardiac and vascular hypertrophy. In addition, the peak incidence of sudden death, myocardial infarction and stroke occurs at the time of the blood pressure increase associated with awakening and arising. There is at present no objective evidence that "good' 24-hour blood pressure control will improve prognosis. Once-daily therapy has created problems in hypertension management. The problem in assessing new drugs was that, in order to achieve blood pressure control before the next drug dose, excessive falls in blood pressure occurred at peak drug concentrations or excessive blood drug concentrations were produced. This led to the concept of a trough: peak ratio. This is not a unique property of a drug and if drugs have an Emax effect (i.e. the drug produces a plateau response) it is dose dependent. Interpreting a trough: peak ratio requires an understanding of the interaction between the pharmacokinetics and pharmacodynamics of a drug. The answer is to use drugs with an elimination half-life close to or greater than the dose interval (24 hours); to use drugs with an "effective' half-life close to or greater than the dose interval, which can be achieved either by modification of the pharmaceutical delivery system or by using drugs that produce a persistent effect because of physiological changes induced; or to give drugs more frequently than once a day. 24-hour blood pressure control is important and the trough: peak ratio of a drug gives a guide as to whether it can be achieved.